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Abstract 

Cloud storage offers security, affordability, and global data access. Cloud storage is scalable, so 
organizations may simply add or delete storage. Cloud storage is convenient and safe. Dropbox, Google 
Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive allow cross-device data storage. Cloud storage providers (CSPs) also 
encrypt data. If data were dispersed across different CSPs, attackers would need to target numerous 
CSPs to retrieve the whole set. Hence, attackers struggle to obtain all the data. Email, cloud storage, and 
other methods can readily exchange data chunks without user consent. Data breaches can occur if 
security is inadequate. Because there are no access controls or insights into the data exchanged across 
clouds. Cyberattacks might disclose cloud data. Distributed Cloud Guard (DCG), a cloud security system, 
leverages advanced analytics to detect data flow irregularities like unlawful data exfiltration to solve this 
problem. We can then take immediate steps to prevent data leakage. Attackers would have to assault 
numerous clouds to access all semantically homogeneous data in the same cloud. DCG simplifies data leak 
detection and mitigation by centralizing data. This project uses Min-Hash and Bloom filter techniques to 
trademark data hunks for secure storage. Clustering lowers data leaks by distributing data hunks among 
clouds. 

Keywords:  Cloud storage providers; numerous clouds; distributed cloud guard; data leakage. 

1. Introduction
As technology advances, the need for more powerful and capable storage solutions increases. This is because 
data-intensive applications, such as streaming media, require large amounts of storage, and cloud-based 
solutions are becoming increasingly popular [Buyya (2013)]. There are different cloud-based services and file 
sharing services available like Amazon servers, Drop Box, Microsoft One Drive, I Drive, Google Drive, Box, 
Apple iCloud Drive that are all becoming more popular for their easy end-user interfaces and cheap storage 
[Duffy and Muchmore (2023)] Centralized storage of data makes it vulnerable to cyberattacks from hackers, 
malware, and ransomware [Parker (2018); Buchanan (2020)]. It is possible for a single attack to compromise the 
data of all users, which could lead to the loss of data or the theft of private information [Parker (2018); 
Buchanan (2020)]. 

To overcome this problem, we have to spread user data across multiple clouds. This approach ensures 
that the data is stored redundantly across multiple locations and systems, making it less vulnerable to a single 
point of failure [Kumari (2021)]. It also makes it more secure since it would be much more difficult for a 
malicious actor to gain access to all of the user data in one go [Kumari (2021)]. In case of an attack on a cloud 
platform, the attacker will not get all the information about that user since they only store a small amount of data 
in one chunk of data [Mulazzani (2011); Prajapati (2022)]. This is because cloud platforms use encryption 
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protocols to store data, which means that the data is fragmented and stored across multiple servers [Sanchez-
Gomez (2017)]. This makes it difficult for an attacker to access all the data in one go, as they would need access 
to all the servers in order to do so [Sanchez-Gomez (2017)]. 

In order to locate the data of a single user, the attacker needs to know which files have been updated 
locally and where they were uploaded. This requires the attacker to use a hash function to compare the two files 
and determine which one is the most up-to-date [Mulazzani (2011)]. This is especially important when there are 
numerous files that need to be synchronized, as the hash line up function will help the attacker pinpoint the 
exact file that contains the user's data [Mulazzani (2011)]. 

2. Problem definition  

Major headings should be typeset in boldface with the first letter of important words capitalized. 

 2.1. Existing System  

The increasing amount of data being generated by businesses, organizations, and individuals [Kimble (2015)]. 
Cloud storage solutions offer a cost-effective way to store and access this data, as well as providing scalability 
and accessibility [Wu et al. (2010)]. The data providers could be biased and present biased data to influence the 
decisions they want to make. Furthermore, they may also have a conflict of interest in the data they provide and 
therefore may not be providing accurate information. Even though we spread our data across many CSPs, these 
storage systems follow simple algorithms [Koo et al. (2013)]. In some cases, when cloud services are unplanned 
and not carefully managed, they become vulnerable to security risks and data breaches, since any flaws in the 
system can be exploited. In addition, there is no way to guarantee that the data stored in the cloud is secure and 
that it will remain private [Kandukuri (2009)]. 

2.2. Proposed System  

To overcome the drawbacks of traditional methods, including data leakage easily and data guessing in multiple 
clouds, we have proposed Distributed Cloud Guard (DCG). In DCG, we use breadth first search, min-hash, and 
sequential pattern clustering to achieve minimal leakage. As a result of these two mechanisms, we are able to 
reduce data leakage by 70 percent. This is extremely productive and well organized in terms of time and space 
compared to traditional methods. 

3. Background and related work 

A major priority is preserving our data, the Alexandrian imaging library. Traditionally, unauthorized access 
personnel created scandal lists. This was not possible today since gaps between the outline and the rest of the 
world were connected via the internet at no cost. Almost all computers and communication systems are both 
breakable and vulnerable, so the risk of data leakage and hacking is high. A single attack can remove all public 
data and expose private data to the world. In this paper the author considers the problem of providing flexibility 
against loss, and opposing unacceptable access as a dual problem. In order to obtain a better understanding of 
two obvious solutions to multiple technical problems, two different solutions can be combined into one 
[Crowcroft (2015)]. 

The rapidly growing proliferation of cloud storage services compiles the need for data storage based on 
their services, such as medical records, power systems, and financial databases. These data bases have critical 
data that could be moved to the cloud. Anyway, still reliability and security of data is the main problem. In this 
paper the author presents Epsky, a system that improves the availability, integrity and confidentiality of data 
stored in the cloud through the encryption, encoding and replication of data on diverse clouds and utilizes Planet 
lab to run clients accessing the service from different countries. We see that our protocols improved to recognize 
availability in major cases and the access latency when compared with cloud providers individually. The 
financial benefit of using DepSky in this case is twice the price of using a single cloud. This is optimal and 
seems to be a reasonable price, which provides the benefits [Bessani (2013)]. 

NC cloud was implemented on high of network-coding-based storage issue mention to the practical 
minimum storage make (FMSR) codes, which provide similar fault tolerance and knowledge duplication as in 
traditional codes like RAID-6.but use less repair traffic and, so need less financial value. Massive storage 
systems can be exposed to node failures. To provide failure tolerance, data is commonly encoded to prevent data 
duplication across numerous storage nodes. In the event of a failure of any node, it may be repaired by 
downloading data from living nodes and creating the last information on a completely new node. On the other 
hand, network cryptography is a subject that is investigated in theoretical [Chen et al. (2013)]. 

In this paper, the author presents SPAN Store, a key value store that exports a unified view of data 
providers in naturally distributed data centers. To reduce the cast of providers they combine three principals: 1) 
SPAN store spans multiple cloud providers to increase the naturally density of data centers and to minimize 
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price by exploiting pricing discrepancies across providers, 2) by estimating application work load, and 3) lastly 
SPAN store minimizes the use of compute resources to implement tasks such as two-way locking and data 
propagation. The study shows that span stores can lower costs [Wu (2013)]. 

Using Scalia, the author introduced a cloud-breakage solution that continuously repositions information 
based on its access pattern and objective optimization. Scalia makes reference to selected objects that may be 
important, and it reduces the stage cost of the process by organizing the selected objects [Papaioannou (2012)]. 

4. System design  

Figure. 1 showed the sequence diagram, which can be used to visualize how this system actually works and how 
actual communications occur between objects. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of system design 

5. Database design  

In figure 2, which cloud is available and what is the status for that cloud and how much data is already available 
in numerous clouds are shown. 
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Figure 2: Database design. (a) Checking cloud, (b) Geniting file keys, (c) user registration, and (d) outcome after uploading the files 

 

6. System implementation 
To exciting this process, we are mainly taking three allotments that are Admin, CSP, and Users. 
 6.1. Admin 
Figure 3 showed that the admin side admin maintains the web page that is related clouds and admin also having 
authentication for that web page. The admin only attaches empty clouds as well as checking how many users are 
available for a particular cloud and how many files are uploaded. Admin can login using admin credentials after 
that admin profile will open in which admin can add cloud and view users and view which files are updated. 
After that admin logout form profile. 
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Figure 3: Admin system. (a) Admin login and (b) Admin Panel to do various operations 

6.2. Cloud service provider (CSP) 

Figure 4 showed that cloud service provider side is also where we need to use credentials. After that it checks 
which user request is presented and it maintains all the files which are uploaded by users. If the user request is 
accepted then only in CSP file we are able to see the data. 

6.3. USER side operations 

Figure 5 showed that user side web application resides in that user also need to login using user’s name and 
password after that user profile will open in that user checks all related user data which is need for basic 
verification after that user sends request for cloud storage and wait for response. After getting response user 
upload his data in appropriate manner and after that it stores in different hunks, user can also check file status is 
that file uploaded properly or not and any changes are made in that or not. If user want to download appropriate 
related data user need to send request to cloud service provider and after getting response user using his key 
only able to download his corresponding file successfully. 
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Figure 4: Cloud service provider (CSP). (a) user login and (b) user credentials after login 

 
Figure 5: User side operations. (a) user credential form for user login, (b) user profile 291 after login, (c) user files for uploading files, (d) 

user files in different hunks, (e) user 292 status, and (f) key for file download 
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